ABSTRACT. The Banach envelope and a representation of the topological dual of the weak-/p sequence spaces which involves the Lorentz sequence spaces are computed. The local convexity of weak-Lp spaces is studied also.
p{x:(Tf)(x)>y}<C^. y
The space weak-Lp (v/-Lp) on a measure space (A, E,p) consists of the measurable function / such that 11/11 = sup(app{x: \f(x)\ > a})x'p < oo. vf-Lp space and its topological dual-avoiding the case when the measure is atomic-have been studied by several authors (see Cwikel, Sagher, and Hunt [1, 2, 5, 7] ). The Banach envelope and the topological dual of w-Li are unknown (although the envelope norm is known), but their properties were studied by Cwikel and Fefferman, and Kupka and Peck (see [3, 4, 9] ).
Our purpose in this paper is to study the Banach envelope and the topological dual of vf-Lp when the measure is atomic. Surprisingly, the topological dual turns out to be a classical Lorentz sequence space (see [10] ); we also show that the Banach envelope is a known space studied by Garling [6] .
For 0 < p < oo the weak-/p sequence space is vf-l°p = {x = (¡rn)~=1 : limn1/^; = o} quasi-normed by ||x|| = sup"n1/pz*, where (a;*)^! is a nonincreasing rearrangement of OznD^L,. where the supremum is taken in the set of permutations of the integers and it is attained when (a"rn^)^=1 = (a*)£L, (see [10] ).
If A is a quasi-Banach space whose dual A* separates the points of A, then X* is a Banach space under the norm ||z*||* = sup |a;*(x)|.
ll*H<i
The closure of A in (A**, || ||**) is a Banach space called the Banach envelope of A. A can be identified with its Banach envelope if and only if A is locally convex.
With these preliminaries we can study the w-/p spaces.
1. LEMMA. The unit standard vectors en = (<5¿,ra)^, are a basis ofw-lp.
PROOF. Let x = (2;")^L, be in w-/p. We can suppose x is nonincreasing and xn > 0. We only need observe that PROOF, (a) is direct from Lemma 2.
In order to prove (b) since (en)n°=i is a basis of w-/p, its Banach envelope is the closed linear span of (en)^Lx in the second dual of w-/p. This closed linear span was computed by Garling [6, Theorems 11, 12] concluding the proof of the theorem. D The galb G(A) of a quasi-Banach space (see [8] ) is the space of all sequences (an)n°=i such that if xn G X and ||i"|| < 1, then (X)fc=i ak%k) is bounded. A is said to be galbed by a space of sequences E if E C G(A).
A quasi-Banach space is p-convex (0 < p < 1) if it is galbed by lp. This is equivalent to the existence of a constant A such that iiz1 + ---+xnii<A(iiz1ir + ---+ iix"ni/p for xi,... ,xn G X. And it is said to be log-convex if it is galbed by the Orlicz sequence space lv with <p(t) = t(l + log+ 1/t). This is equivalent to the existence of a constant A such that |zi H-r-z"|| < A ElNI 1 + 1°g+^+7 ¿=i for xi,...,xn € X.
The next theorem summarizes the convexity properties of w-Lp. The statement (a) is well known, (b) was partially proved by Kalton in [8] , and (c) is new, and its proof is inspired by the proof of (b). We will suppose that the functions are defined on (0, +oo) and p is the Lebesgue measure: We shall remark also that in [7, §2] it is proved that w-Lp is r-normed for r < p when 0 < p < 1 and the measure is not atomic.
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